Title word cross-reference


Acknowledgements [Ano13a, Ano14a, Ano15a]. across [BH18, KTC19].
active [DKB15, SDK]+17]. acyclic [RCWJ19, SM10, VT12, YSPW19].
autoregressions [GWY16, Mon18].
autoregressive [BL10, Cai10, CD10, LGLY15, TFS19, ZLL18]. auxiliary [SR19, VMT14]. average
[BCVG17, BL10, Fog18, HC17, OR12, TQ10, ZL12, dLWR11]. averages [STL17]. averaging [ASD19, PR17, ZZL14, ZCM18]. axial [AJ13].

[AGL14, GWY16]. banding [LL11a]. bands [BB12, CJ11]. bandwidth [CV18]. base [CLNP17]. based [AG10b, CCC10, CV18, DPW15, DD18, FMP17, FMP18, GMMMV16, HQ11a, He17, He19, HHG13, HSG19, HV16, HAW10, JS12, KHL17, KG17a, KG17b, LZ15, LY16, LSPV19, LZG17, MY16, MSBM11, PS16, RL16, RCZ17, RLZ10, Sev10, SZWZ19, VTH14, WYC15, WC10, WC18, XHQ11, YMM12, ZL14, ZPF14]. baseline [MT12, TS14, YTY+16]. Basic [DRS05, DRS12]. basis [MHZ15]. Bayes [CD13, DMY17, DKO12, DY10, DZ16, DD14, Dur19, Efr16, GKK15, GKI9, KD16, PRS14, SW18]. Bayesian
[AGPS10, BDK15, BDPW16, BD10, BD14, CZ19, Cra15, DD16, FFM14, FMMR18, HW17, KS16, KJW12, KB15, LL14, LF18b, LF18a, LD14, Lin17, LD15, LW19, MS14, MLG18, MK15, PR17, RCF18, SBS16, SSW15, STG13, SHM16, WDI1, WKY18, WDI17, ZZR10, ZIT11]. be [Ros15]. behaviour [CL10, EDO19, GK10]. Benchmarking [GKK15].

[AZ11, CCD12, Cha13b, Che11, HQ11b, HQF12, SNQ12]. biased-sampling [SNQ12]. Bidirectional [HLM12]. Big [Cox15]. biographical [NL13]. binary
[AG10a, AMR12, CYW11, MZ13b, RL11, RLL13, SWZL17, SG10, TR11, WRR17a, WRR17b]. Bingham [KPW13]. biological [DPW15, MN19].

Biometrika [Ald13, Ano17, Tit13a, Tit13b]. bivariate
[HNLR11, NCC+15, Pre14, XM12, ZW12, ZW14]. block [MRV18, PR17, WW15]. block-diagonal [PR17]. Blocked [ZLK13].


building [LLS14].
calculation [BL14]. Calibrated [KKP16]. Calibrating [CTU+10, SM19].
calibration [Pal09, Pal10, Tan13a, Tan13b]. cancer [ZCC+12, ZW12].
cannot [Ros15]. capture [Far11, JLMV19, LLQ17, SS12].
capture-recapture [LLQ17, SS12]. care [WZ10]. Carlo
[DPDK15, HJ19, LL14, LFR19, VFJ19]. Case [ZZC17, BM14, BD14, Cha13b,
Hua14, KCL13, KCG10, LSW10, NCZ16, QZL+15, Sta10, SAL+17, XW11].
Case-cohort [ZZC17, Hua14, KCL13, NCZ16]. case-control
[ZZC17, Hua14, KCL13, NCZ16]. categorical [PTG15, Van10a]. category [LCFL13].
Causal [YYD19, BKN17, BFT19, CDW19, LS10, LZG17, Mao18,
MG18, RLSR12, SBS16, WZR17, YD18, YS18]. cause [Van10a]. cautionary
[NT15]. Cavalieri [ZJDP11]. Censored
[QP10, SLMI14, CCD12, CLZ10, CT10, HQ11b, HQ13, LC13, LZ13,
SZW19, WLT+15, ZML16, ZGL17, ZL+15, ZZZC17]. censoring
[BB12, CH19a, DZK+18, LC10, SSZ12, CH19b, Mar19b, TL19]. central
change [WK18]. change-plane [WK18]. Changepoint [CW15, MY16].
changepoints [ZZJL10]. characteristic [DZ13]. characteristics [MR18].
Characterization [JLC14, WC14]. charts [GL13]. chi [XZW19].
chi-squared [XZW19]. choice [LFR19, SCD15, ZZL14]. Cholesky
[RLZ10, ZL12]. Cholesky-based [RLZ10]. Choosing [HM12, HRD18].
circle [KJ15]. Circular [ABMW14]. Clarifying [MR15, MR16a]. class
[CPB17, GTXR14, JJ11a, WS10, Zha11]. classes [CWA12]. Classification
[KS19, Lei14, YMM12, CSDF10, DHB12, DZ16, MZ13b, SWZL17, SL14,
ZJC10, ZL14]. classifiers [DMY17, HX10, HXX13, HV16, KSS19]. classifying
[AG10a, AZ11, ELZ12, MJW12, Oak16, SK18]. clique [GT18]. closed
[LLQ17, MJPK13]. closure [KES11]. cluster
[ET12, KKP16, LKS19, MSR16, NM11]. clustered [LLZ13, SD11, SG10].
clustering [BVR17, Cra15, DHB12, SHP12]. clusters [Wan10b]. coarsened
[OV13]. coefficient [CT10, Jia14, KKG11, LSWZ17, ZW15]. coefficients
[CLZ12a, KG13, SSZ12, ZJBH14]. cohort
[CW12, CSDF10, Hua14, KSS15, KCL13, KCG10, NCZ16, ZZZC17]. coin
Column [ZT19]. Column-orthogonal [ZT19]. combination [SL14].
combined [DW14, FL14]. Combining [KR12, LL16, HRD18]. Comment
[MR16a]. common [JCL13, Kon17]. community [CLMX19]. comparing
[CO14]. comparison [LCOT13]. comparisons [KC16, McE16].
Compatible [For12, MJPK13]. compete [LJ15]. competing
[LF13, MH11, SSZJ10]. complete [HM15]. complex
[CK12, DDP17, KY17, LS13, OAB16, SAL+17]. compliance [ELZ12].
component [HWTH12, LZW14, NTWY17]. components
[JLA18, Sch14, Woo13a]. Componentwise [DHB12, DZK+18, Wad15].
Composite [DZ13, HD13, CHN+18, DZK+18, LUS16, SM13]. composition
[CLL18, LSFL14]. **Compound** [AG10a, Wan10a]. **compressed** [XZ11]. **computation** [FMRR18, LL14, LF18b, LF18a, MHZ15]. **computational** [FWT10]. **computationally** [SIL+16]. **computer** [SDK14, HT13, JGB15]. **concave** [FL14]. **condition** [MZ13a]. **Conditional** [DEM13, DOXV11, HP17, WY15, CHN+18, CZM16, DKY12, DY10, Far11, GK10, HW14, HC17, KD16, Mon18, RBN10, SHM16, SD19, Tan11, TWB18, WZ10, ZLL18]. **conditionally** [Azr19]. **conditions** [DV14, KR14]. **confidence** [AR10, BMS13, BB12, CJ11, HM10, HZ11, Har12, HSG19, Lei14, MJPK13, YH18, Zha11]. **conditional** [DEMR13, DOXV11, HP17, WY15, CHN+18, CZM16, DKY12, DY10, Far11, GK10, HW14, HC17, KD16, Mon18, RBN10, SHM16, SD19, Tan11, TWB18, WZ10, ZLL18]. **conditionality** [Azr19]. **conditionally** [SR17, SK18]. **confidence** [AR10, BMS13, BB12, CJ11, HM10, HZ11, Har12, HSG19, Lei14, MJPK13, YH18, Zha11]. **confounder** [MGT18]. **confounders** [OV13, TR11, YWD19]. **confounding** [DV16, DVR17]. **conjectured** [Pal09, Pal10]. **Conjugate** [Dur19]. **connecting** [Cha13b]. **connected** [WWN15, Wan10b, AMR18, HHG13, Pre14]. **constant** [KPW13, YH18]. **Constrained** [YPW19, MW18]. **Constraints** [CHN+18, Far11, KHS11, Sus13]. **Constructing** [ES18]. **Construction** [SDK14, JH11b, XX17, BS11]. **contact** [QF14]. **contamination** [KF15]. **Contents** [Ano13b, Ano14b, Ano15b]. **Continual** [JLC14]. **Continuous** [PRBR18, BKL15, BKL18, FMP18, MH11]. **Continuously** [MYW13]. **continuum** [CC10]. **Contours** [CPB17]. **contrast** [JH11b]. **control** [BD14, Cha13b, DKB15, GL13, GvHF11, GMKS19, GT18, HZSR15, KGC10, LSW10, QZL+15, RCW19, Sta10, SAL+17, XCL18, WX11]. **controlled** [CQ14, SDK+17, Van10b]. **Controlling** [JHD13]. **controls** [CCC13]. **Convergence** [DI13, LZW14, LF18a, Che15]. **convex** [HSS19, TWZ+18]. **Copula** [LC10]. **copy** [EZ11]. **Cornfield** [DV14]. **corpuscle** [CQ16]. **Corrected** [WSZ12, EO17]. **Corrected-loss** [WSZ12]. **Correction** [KGV17a, Mon18, PC12]. **Corrections** [BKL18, DRS12, Pal10, Tan13a, Tit13a]. **correlated** [BA18, CYW11, DCG18, GB12]. **correlation** [CPB17, DCG18, FP18, KG13, LLZ16, SL11, SZA16, TP17, ZBH14, XZL17]. **correlations** [CYZ17, CQ14, LSP19]. **cost** [FWT10, WZ10]. **count** [CD13, DD16]. **counterexamples** [KR14]. **Counting** [SZW19]. **coupled** [MR15, MR16a]. **couplings** [HJ19]. **Covariance** [DPW15, XZZL15, AG10b, AMBFL18, Bat19, BT11, CZM16, DP19, GD13, KMM11, LFH17, LL11a, Li11, MT14, MLG18, NT15, PS16, PM19, PAD14, RV16, RLZ10, Rot12, XM12, ZL12, ZLS19]. **Covariance-based** [DPW15]. **Covariance-enhanced** [XZZL15]. **covariances** [PM16, WDM18]. **Covariate** [BVR17, CLLX13, YS18, dLWR11, AZ11, KN16, KTC19, NM11, QZL+15, SYZ10, WSZ12, WC18, YMC12]. **covariate-adaptive** [AZ11, SYZ10]. **Covariate-adjusted** [CLLX13]. **Covariate-assisted** [BVR17]. **covariate-specific** [QZL+15]. **covariates** [Atk15, BLC+17, CLZ12b, CM10, DLS15, LSFL14, MLS13, MN19, Rat13, TWB18, TS14, TSMW15, VMT14, ZIC15]. **coverage** [YH18]. **Cox** [CLZ12a, HQF12, SIL+16, WK18, ZIC15]. **credible** [SM19]. **criteria**
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Data


Dimension
[DL10, WYC15, YZPZ13, CCZ15, HFQ10, HC17, Hun12, KO11, LZW14, MZ13a, MZ15, SWZL17, SZZW19, WGZX14, XGX16, YLW15, ZWZF10].
dimension-reduction [Hun12]. dimensional [AW10, AGL14, AMR18, AMBFL18, Azr19, BCM16, BMG14, BKM10, CLL18, CC15, CYZ17, CQ14, CT19, Di14, DZ16, EPS16, Fry13, GvHF11, GGY16, HX10, KHL17, LZW14, LT12a, Li18, MZ13b, MN19, NL13, Pre16, PW11, PG18, RZ15, SM10, SLMJ14, TWZ+18, TL10, WY15, XCL18, XLPWP16, YB19, ZJC10, ZJMH14, ZLS19, ZPFW14, dFD18].
dimensionality [GC17]. dimensions [AG10b, HCL17, JLA18, KXYZ16, LSR+19, LBA19, MZY12, TL10, She17, TNWL16].

eye [JS12]. edge [MLG18, Mon18, VT12, ZL17]. edge-specific [VT12].
fractions [MT12], fragmented [DH16], fragments [DP19, KS19], frailty [LLZ13, MSZ11], frames [AJ13], framework [Che11, MBM11, MB13, SK16, WDM18, YS18], Fréchet [DM19, NTWY17, PM16], free [BMG14, HCL17, JH11a], freedom [JFH15, KR14, MCWZ15, MCWZ18, Sus13], frequency [CDHT18, Kon17, TFS19], Frequentist [KP14a, ASD19], fully [MST14], function [DWG14, GMS11, KKG11, LCFL13, MSR16, Pre14, WWS12, WLT+15, ZZR10], Functional [KHG11, YMO10, ZCM18, CJ11, CM16, CKR17, DMY17, DHB12, DH16, DP19, FHV10, Ger15, HM12, Hei14, JKL17, Jia14, KXYZ16, KP12, KS19, LC18, MY10, MY10, MWY13, PM16, PM16, QP10, RCZ17, VT12, WC18, YLM15, YMCI2, ZW15], functional-coefficient [Jia14], functionals [KXZ18], functions [AG10b, CO14, CLZ10, CV18, CPB17, CH19a, CH19b, FWCT14, Mar19b, PS16, PTK12, SDW14, TL19, WT14], gamma [MSZ11, Wan10a], gatekeeping [LCOT13], Gaussian [BDT13, BCM16, DR17, DFKO15, FLP12, FS11, GMS11, KRS18, LD14, MLG18, PB14, PS13, SZAS16, SIL+16, WT14, XLM16, YSPW19], Gen [SSC19a, CCI10, CCC13, DKL12, JMW19, SAL+17, XCI15, BR19, JW19, Mar19a, RRG19, SIC19b], gene-environment [CCC13, DKL12, SAL+17], gene-gene [XCI15], General [Hid14, LHW19, SM15, DVR17, FHD17, GK19, HW17, LT12a, MB13, ST17, SM19], Generalized [Cra15, DV14, KTC19, KKG11, MNP11, WQC10, WJL17, AMW16, AMR18, CW10, CH19a, CH19b, DOXX11, EO17, Fle12, GvHF11, JKL17, MJW12, Mar19b, NM11, PDV11, PTG15, QYSW11, SCI11a, Ste17, TL19, WW15, WDM18, Woo13a, WS14, YMC12, ZLL18, ZJDP11], genetic [CCC13, LSR+19, WLT+15], genetical [CLLX13], genome [DKL12, XCI11], genome-wide [DKL12, XCI11], genomic [WBN15], genomics [CLLX13, XLM16], geodesic [KDL10], geometric [AMW16, KM12, LL14, ZIT11], geostatistical [PRD11], geostatistics [KS13a], Gibbs [BCRW14, SLM17], Global [KK12, WC10, BDPW16], Gneiting [CPB17, KMM11], Going [SIL+16], good [ZX15], Goodness [GMV16, MV19, SS14, XW11, YLM16, ZLL18], Goodness-of-fit [GMV16, MV19, SS14, XW11, YLM16, ZLL18], gradients [MY10], Graph [VSW14, GT18, SHP12, YSW19], graphical [CWS15, DR17, GLMZ11, LLZ16, LG18, TNW16, VF11, VT14, XLM16], graphs [GT13, RCW19, SM10, VT12, X13], greatly [KAK19], grid [SIL+16], group [AG13, DHW14, DH15, LLZ12, PJ16, WMGK14, ZM17], group-tested [PJ16], grouped [AMW16, MH11, WS10], growing [CWA12, LT12a], guaranteed [LL18], Hamiltonian [HJ19, LFR19], Hamiltonian/hybrid [LFR19], handle [EC17], Hastings [STL17], hazard [RSR18, TSMW15, VMT14], hazards [CIHF18, DOXX11, HQ13, MSZ11], health [WZ10], heavy [FW15, KP15].


Kinetic [LFR19]. knockoffs [SSC19a, BR19, JW19, Mar19a, RRG19, SSC19b]. Kolmogorov [MZ13b].

Kronecker [Sch14].


Latin [CQ14, HQ11a, HT13, HAW10, ST17, XX17]. lattice [He17, He19, XZ15]. lattice-based [He17, He19]. laws [GT18]. learning

models [ZQ13, ZZL14, ZW15, ZCM18, ZLL18].
moderately [ZJBH14].
modern [Cox16]. modification [HZSR15]. Moment [LT15, HP17]. 
Monte [DPDK15, HJ19, LL14, LFR19, VFJ19]. Most [FHV10]. Most-predictive [FHV10].
motion [BDK13, OR12]. mouse [XLV16]. moving [BL10, ZL12].
MR3068442 [Tan13a]. multi [CQ14, LSW10, LC18, MJW12, SK18].
Multinomial [KF11, GCYS16, SM13]. Multiple [MRSR17, WMC12, BH18, CSK13, CW15, DFKO15, GMKS19, GTXR14, GLMZ11, Han16, JS12, KY17, KTC19, LCO1T3, Oak16, PM19, RCF18, XLV16, YK16, ZSJL10, ZJBH14]. multiplicative [GKK15].
naive [Ogd17]. natural [TS14]. Nearly [KAK19, MST14, GSDK14].
nearby [HQL11a, CR10a, JDM12, YL16]. Network [LSPV19, BA18, YXCD17, ZL17]. network-correlated [BA18].


small-area [JHD13]. Smoothed [LF13, LHC11, LLZ13].

Smoothed [WDS13, FWT10, MHZ15, ZLZ17]. soft [KRS18].

Space [ZX15, CKR17, CPB17, NTWY17, PDS11, SZAS16, XHQ11]. Space-filling [ZX15, XHQ11].


Species [BOW13, Wan10a]. specific [CC10, Cox16, KC16, GB12].

Sojourn [BB12]. solutions [BL10]. Some [CC10, Cox16, KC16, GB12].

Statistical [JS12, LSR∗+19, MP18, WH14, AR10, Cox16, XQ15]. statisticians [YWS15].

Statisticians [CAA17, AO18, SY19, LV19, WSG18, ZD19]. statistical [Bee19, MNS15, VC19, KS19].

Statistics [AJ13, LZ10, LBA19, Mao18, PRBR18, Sev10, SZY11, Sti12, XZW19].

structure [DCGO18, LCOT13, NCC+15, WS15, XM12]. structured [TP17].

Structured [GB12]. Student [FFM14]. Student- [FFM14]. Studies [Sti12, BH18, BD14, CSDF10, CCC13, CCZ15, DKB15, Han16, HZSR15, KFS19, KSS15, KCL13, KTC19, KCG10, LSW10, Lin17, LC18, MJW12, NCZ16, QZL∗+15, Ros10, Ros12, Sta10, SAL+17, WZ10, WWS12, WC18, XCL11, YD18, YMC12, ZZC17]. study [RV16, ZCC+12]. studying [Che11].

treatments [Atk15]. Tree [LZ15, SZAS16, TMJ11]. Tree-based [LZ15].
trial [RV11, Ros15]. trials [AG10a, AZ11, ELZ12, LM11, Oak16, SDK+17, SK18].
trimmed [YD18]. truncated [HQL13, VLQCB19, WZR17]. truncation
[Cha13a, HSS19, XH19]. Tsai [DI13]. twice [Ros12]. Two
[CLL18, DKLP12, LS13, AMR12, BMG14, BH18, 
CFB17, EPS16, FMPP17, HWT12, Hun12, KC16, KR12, LT11, LM11, Li18, 
MT12, SCD15, XLWP16, YLQ17, ZLK13, ZT19, ZXLZ17]. two-dimensional
[AW10, EPS16]. two-factor [LT11]. two-level [MT12, SCD15, ZLK13].
two-phase [FMPP17]. Two-sample
[CLL18, LS13, AMR12, BMG14, Li18, XLWP16, YLQ17]. Two-stage
[DKLP12, CFB17, Hun12, LM11]. Tyler [PB19]. type
[CC15, GvHF11, GTXR14, Hid14, KES11]. types
[Hid14]. type-token [Hid14].
ultra [LZW14, MZY12]. ultra-high [LZW14, MZY12]. ultrahigh
[KHL17, WY15]. ultrahigh-dimensional [KHL17, WY15]. Unbiased
[HJ19, LTZ19, DPDK15, STL17, SK18]. Uncertainty [ZM17, HKM18].
directed [XG13]. unequal [Atk15]. unification [Lun16]. Unified
[KZ13, BHRG13, Che11, Dur19, SK16, YS18]. Uniform [BCK15].
Uniformly [SK18, BMS13]. unimodal [KJ15]. union [KES11]. univariate
[DH14]. unknown [AL13, BM14, DCGO18, KKG11, MWZ18, TLT18].
unmeasured [DV16, MGT18]. unnormalized [KF15]. unobserved [MN19].
[CC13, QZL+15, BLC+17, CYY17, DPDK15, GT13, Har12, KF15, Lee18, 
Lei19, LZ10, LD14, LZG17, Mao18, PS13, QF14, SR19, SFJ10, SFG16, 
STL17, SM13, Sus13, Van10b, YTY+16].
validated [MZ15]. validation [WWS12]. validity
[Cam15, Ogd17, QYSW11]. value
[BS11, BL14, CCC10, HW17, MSBM11, MK15, Ste17, WT14]. valued
[FWCT14]. values [HRD18, LY16, Woo13a]. Variability
[DRS05, DRS12, EC17]. Variable [BKM10, LSL14, LZ13, NCZ16, AMR18, 
CFB17, CG12, Jan14, KHL17, LSWZ17, Lin12, MZ13b, MS14, MT16, PR17, 
RL11, SZCY16, Su18, TNWL16, WRR17a, WRR17b, WS14]. variables
[DVR17, KD15, MGT18]. Variance [Dc14, LL14, LW18a, ZJDP11, BM14, 
CDW19, DD18, DM19, Nas14, PS13, SK18, TLT18, WO11, YB19].
variance-mean [PS13]. variances [Atk15, PB14]. variant [YWS15].
variants [JCL13]. variation [EZ11, LL16, WC14]. varieties [MT16].
variogram [HHC11]. Varying
[CT10, ZW15, CLZ12a, CZI+13, KG13, KKG11, MN19, WDS13].
Varying-coefficient [ZW15]. vector
[CD10, FWCT14, FRS16, GWY16, Jia14, SWZL17, TFS19]. vector-valued
[FWCT14]. vectors [AG13, GCAIM12, HOG18, ZXLZ17]. versus
vertex [MLG18]. vertices [YX13]. via [BCW11, BS19, CDC13, DR17, DZ16, Dur19, FL12, FP18, Fry13, Gui19, HSS19, HFW14, KRS18, KF11, LSPV19, MHZ15, Nas14, TLT18, WW15, Wan10b, WC14, YXCD17, ZCC+12, ZZ14]. view [SBS16]. virtual [CE10]. visualization [HLM12]. volatility [Fry13, KXZ18]. Volume [Ano13b, Ano14b, Ano15b, Tit13a, Tit13b]. volumes [HZ11]. Voronoi [BS10].


Yor [CLNP17].
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